
Fostering an Environment of Invigorating Multiculturalism, Globalism, 

Diversity and Inclusion 
Video 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqyzAjBxTB4&feature=youtu.be 

 

Scene 1: Amir Baratijourabi, graduate student is speaking. (I really love Kansas City 

because the people in Kansas City are so welcoming of the people from other 

countries...) 

Scene 2: Female and male playing the violin. (and people from actually diverse 

backgrounds.) 

Scene 3: Hadeir Shahin, Senior Enrollment Advisor, International Student Affairs Office is 

speaking. (I think embracing diversity is very important not only on campus but in the 

KC community as well. I feel like increasing the opportunities of interaction between…) 

Scene 4: Two female students laugh and cheer on the Roos at a soccer game at 

Durwood Stadium. (domestic students and international students..) 

Scene 5: Hadeir Shahin is speaking (will definitely help international students feel more 

welcomed...) 

Scene 6: Three female students on laptops. (and improve their educational experience in 

general at UMKC.) 

Scene 7: Students playing ping pong. (According to the campus climate study research 

that…) 

Scene 8: Kari Jo Freudigmann, Assistant Director, LGBTQIA Programs and Services. 

(UMKC had a couple years ago, one of the number one reasons for students to have 

intend to leave is lack of sense of belonging…) 

Scene 9: Female student laughing. (So if we can increase some of that inclusion on 

campus…) 

Scene 10: Kari Jo Freudigmann, is speaking. (we can raise that retention rate 

and decrease that lack of sense of belonging that students are feeling 

which will hopefully make them want to hang out here at UMKC more.  

Scene 11: Jannette Berkley-Patton, Associate Professor of Biomedical/Health 

Informatics, director, UMKC Health Equity Institute is speaking. (So the UMKC health 

equity Institute is focused on four primary things. The first one being collaboration the 

second one being serving the greater Kansas City community and then gathering 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqyzAjBxTB4&feature=youtu.be


information to inform on a number of different issues and then lastly to innovate. I’d like 

to say that the doors of the university are open you know...) 

Scene 12: People at church. (so that communities members begin to feel 

comfortable in our space and know that they're contributing in a really 

meaningful way to making change that's…) 

Scene 13: Jannette Berkley-Patton is speaking. (of importance to them and...) 

Scene 14: Bird’s-eye view of building. (so I think in doing that process…) 

Scene 15: Students in class. (we'll have an incredible opportunity to really explore…) 

Scene 16: Five females walking on campus. (..what multiculturalism looks like.) 

Scene 17: Jennifer Rangel, freshman, class of 2022 is speaking. (I think a lot of the 

professors here at UMKC encourage different ideas and viewpoints on a lot of different 

subjects and topics I definitely felt welcome and I felt like I belonged here. 

 

 


